The discovery of materials with improved functionality can be accelerated by rational material design.
Fe-Ga, with a magnetic transition above room temperature, exemplifying the universality of the concept and the feasibility of room-temperature applications. Our study points to a new direction for novel magneto-electronic devices. At the same time it suggests a new route for realizing rare-earth free exchange-biased hard magnets, where the second quadrant magnetization can be stabilized by the exchange bias.
Exchange bias corresponds to a shift of the hysteresis loop of a ferromagnet along the magnetic field axis due to interfacial exchange coupling with an adjacent antiferromagnet. 3, 4 It is employed for a variety of technological applications [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , including magnetoresistive read heads and sensors. One of the most important uses of exchange bias is in spin-valve devices, where an artificial antiferromagnet exchange-biased by a normal antiferromagnet allows magnetoresistance to be developed in a small field, stabilizing the magnetic state against repeated cycling. 9 Although the origin of exchange bias is still a subject of discussion, its phenomenology has variously been interpreted in terms of rough ferromagnetic (FM)-antiferromagnetic (AFM) interfaces 11, 12 , a domain state model 13 and uncompensated interfacial spins 14, 15 . Although both FM and AFM subsystems are inseparable parts of an EB system, it is the latter that determines the magnitude of the EB in the system. [15] [16] [17] Therefore, it is important to search for an appropriate magnetically compensated material to observe a maximum effect. Besides the EB phenomenon, magnetically compensated materials are proposed to play a vital role in antiferromagnetic spintronics 18, 19 and all-optical switching devices 20 . Single spin superconductivity has even been predicted in a spin-compensated half-metal. 21 In this letter we present a design scheme for a magnetically-compensated ferrimagnet and demonstrate the relevance of this compensated magnetic state in realizing a giant exchange bias and a large coercivity.
Heusler compounds, which provide the material base for our design scheme, are well known for their multi-functional properties, such as the giant magnetocaloric effect 22 , the field-induced shape-memory effect 23 and the topological insulating property 24 . The story of their success is based on the fact that new materials can be designed in the flexible structure of the Heusler family on the basis of simple rules taking into account the position of the atoms, the number of valence electrons, the degree of atomic disorder and the strength of the exchange interactions 2 . One of the famous examples of valence electron count is the robustness of the Slater-Pauling rule, typically connected to half-metallicity, in the L2 1 cubic Heusler compounds. 25 Together with the fact that in fully compensated magnet with a compensation point for a particular Mn/Pt ratio. This design scheme is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 . From first-principles calculations, it follows that the critical composition with the zero magnetization is achieved in the solid solution Mn 3−x Pt x Ga at a Pt content of about x 0 = 0.59, which is in good agreement with the experimental findings. On optimizing the Mn/Pt ratio in Mn 3−x Pt x Ga, we always find a small lack of compensation in the material, due to the formation of FM clusters by anti-site disorder. This leads to an exceptionally large bulk EB and a large coercivity. In contrast to an artificial antiferromagnet, which is a thin film structure composed of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a coupling layer 9 , here we combine two isostructural ferrimagnetic compounds Mn 3 Ga and Mn 2 PtGa to obtain an intrinsically anisotropic compensated magnetic state on an atomic scale in a bulk material.
In order to characterize the magnetic properties of Mn 3−x Pt x Ga we have measured the temperature dependence of the low field magnetization, M(T ). We find a systematic increase in the ferrimagnetic Néel temperature (T N ) with increasing Mn content as shown in Fig. 2 . The irreversibility between the ZFC and FC curves reflects the appearance of coercivity. We suggest that FM clusters embedded in the compensated host are the source of this irreversibility. NMR measurements confirm that these clusters originate from random swaps between Pt in the Mn-Pt planes and Mn in the Mn-Ga planes ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The irreversibility between ZFC and FC M(T ) curves increases with increasing magnetic field demonstrating that cooling in higher fields helps the FM clusters to grow in size ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
The ZFC magnetization at 5 K shows an unsaturated behavior for magnetic fields up to 14 T (inset of The extremely large EB at low temperatures in the Mn-Pt-Ga Heusler alloys is a good starting point for achieving large EB in compensated materials. Therefore, to establish a comprehensive picture we applied our design concept to another Heusler system in the Mn-Ga family, Mn-Fe-Ga, where the ordering temperature of the system can be varied over a wide range to above room temperature by tuning the composition ( Supplementary Fig. 7-Fig. 14 Our experiments show that magnetic compensation of the host is an important requirement to achieve a large exchange bias. We now introduce a model to explain these observations. Assuming ferromagnetic clusters in the compensated ferrimagnetic host that are coherent with the host and coupled to it via exchange bonds at the interface, we can elaborate the conditions for the exchange bias. We assume that the FM clusters and their surroundings are part of a single crystalline grain with a uniform orientation of the uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy. By applying an external magnetic field which is large enough to rotate the magnetization in the ferromagnetic clusters, but small enough not to rotate the compensated ferrimagnetic host, we find that the EB is well described by
where S A(B) are the amplitudes of the atomic magnetic moments in the host (cluster), δS A accounts for the imperfect magnetic compensation in the host; N A(B), AB are the number of atoms inside the host (cluster) and at the cluster/host interface, respectively; J AB is the exchange coupling constant at the cluster/host interface. K A, B > 0 are the anisotropy constants for the host and the cluster, θ K, A, B are the polar angles referring to the orientation of the anisotropy axis and magnetization of the cluster and of the host, respectively.
In case of small FM clusters (L 3 n ≪ N A ) the key role is played by the compensation of the host. The EB field can be expressed as,
where M is the total magnetization; α and β are parameters depending on the interface exchange-coupling, the particular form of the interfaces, and the number, distribution and magnetic moments of the embedded ferromagnetic clusters. The theoretical estimate agrees well with the experimental data that show a nearly inverse relationship between the H EB and magnetization (see Fig. 1a ).
To estimate the maximum exchange-bias field Eq. 1 can be expressed in terms of the size of the ferromagnetic cluster (L),
where the first term appears from the interface exchange coupling and the second, from the magnetic anisotropy (Supplementary) . In order to achieve the exchange bias fields of 3 T, the characteristic FM cluster size must not exceed L ∼ 10 4Å .
A key experimental observation is that at low temperature the exchange bias is equal to the coercivity in all samples. This can be explained by considering additional conditions for the mag- To conclude, we have established a new approach to design compensated ferrimagnetic Heusler alloys. A small lack of compensation allows us to achieve an extremely large EB and matching coercivity. A simple model allows us to quantify the experimental results that show an inverse relationship between the total magnetization and magnitude of the exchange-bias field.
The present finding provides new insight into the mechanism of EB and suggests exploring similar coherent materials that can be implemented in thin film. Furthermore, the achievement of a coercivity of more than 3 T based on exchange anisotropy proposes a new approach to permanent magnet design. Permanent magnets are expected to deliver a large flux density. Their working point, stabilized by coercivity, falls naturally in the second quadrant of the hysteresis loop, because of the demagnetizing field. The present work offers an alternative approach -to stabilize the second quadrant magnetization by exchange bias. However, to realizable in practical applications it must be coupled with a larger magnetization in order to produce a useful flux density. A non-percolating ferromagnetic fraction approaching 30%, rather than around 3% in Mn-Pt-Ga and less than 12%
in Mn-Fe-Ga, is needed. The balance between the volume of FM clusters and compensated host needs to be optimized to achieve a large exchange bias as well as a large magnetization. Hence, the present finding is a good starting point for designing rare-earth free hard magnets comprising of two hard magnetic phases, which is different form the conventional exchage spring approach.
Our design concept together with the flexibility and huge number of materials crystallizing in the
Heusler structure indicate the high potential in designing new materials with a large EB and a large coercivity at room temperature. Finally, the large EB and coercivity in the nearly compensated Heusler alloys may significantly expand the importance of these materials in the physics and material science community due to high potential for antiferromagnetic spintronics. 
